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Description
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
[0001] The present invention relates to bi-directional
communications over an airlink and, in particular, information transfers between a vehicle and one or more remote stations using an established network, such as the
Internet.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
[0002] Establishing communications with vehicles that
are commonly found at different locations or are in transit
between locations has become increasingly more important as described e.g. in EP 0501058 A. Accordingly, it
is often desirable to know the location of a particular vehicle at a given time. Such a vehicle may be transporting
goods that the recipient is waiting for and wishes to know
the current location of the vehicle transporting the goods.
It may also be useful to monitor conditions of the goods,
such as the temperature of refrigerated loads. In addition
to goods carried by the vehicles, the vehicles themselves
can be monitored for certain conditions, such as engine
or other parameters. Such information can be utilized in
insuring that the vehicles are properly maintained to
avoid vehicle downtime or the necessity of road service.
Other applications involving communications with vehicles might involve safety and security considerations. A
monitored vehicle can include an emergency vehicle that
transports a patient who is connected to monitoring
equipment in the vehicle that continuously or periodically
gathers patient data. During transport of the patient, such
patient data can be communicated to medical personnel
at a remote location, such as a hospital, to prepare for
the arrival of the patient. When the patient arrives, this
data has been evaluated and decisions reached as to
how best to care for the patient. Other security or safety
checks might include: whether a vehicle door was unlocked, initiation of an alarm by activating a switch, automatic indication of an airbag detonation and automatic
generation of a signal when an expected input has not
been received for a certain amount of time.
[0003] With regard to requesting and obtaining such
data from vehicles in connection with different vehicle
related applications, substantial impediments are encountered. Specifically, no universal system or package
is available that is configured to operate with vehicles
from which information may be sought by multiple users
having different objectives or applications. Typically, users have different computer hardware and telecommunications equipment, as well as software for their particular jobs or applications. With respect to the vehicle itself,
and depending upon the desired applications of a particular user, data to be gathered has to be obtainable from
a potentially large number of physical devices. Given
such a broad spectrum of actual and potential applications and available devices and equipment, an appropri-
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ate and effective linkage must be provided to enable accurate and efficient communication to occur between the
remote station and the vehicle. In light of the mobile nature of the vehicle, part of the communication must occur
wirelessly over an airlink. Achieving desired communications with vehicles also requires the flexibility to adapt
to changing applications associated with vehicle related
information being sought, including physical devices that
might be modified or added at later times, as well as
accommodating new users with different physical devices that may have different information gathering requirements and parameters. Relatedly, multiple users must
be able to simultaneously access different information
that may require multiple tasks to be performed in the
vehicle before such information can be gathered and sent
to the remote site. With all these requirements and objectives, the implementation of such a communication
system cannot be burdensome, nor be prohibitively costly. Importantly, the communications system and processing capability must be portable and practical for the vehicle environment, as well as involving protocols that a
variety and large number of users are familiar with.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
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[0004] In accordance with the present invention, a system according to claim 1 is provided in which communication of information, including requests, commands and
data, is achieved between vehicle having physical vehicle devices and one or more sites that are remote from
the vehicle. The information communication is implemented using certain standardized network communication links that enable multiple users, either simultaneously or at separate times, with different communications
and processing hardware, software and different applications and requiring information from different vehicle
devices, to obtain the desired information while avoiding
design complexities in interfacing the remote site with
the vehicle devices.
[0005] The system includes, at the remote site, a computer terminal which can be a conventional PC with a
modem. The computer terminal is able to communicate
with a first standard communications network link, such
as the Internet, through its modem. An Internet or a world
wide web browser, for example, that is available to the
computer terminal is accessed. The computer terminal
supplies the browser with an IP (Internet protocol) address. This IP address is associated with a particular vehicle including communications related hardware contained in the vehicle. Typically, the IP address is accompanied by a request or command for information or data
that is available from the particular vehicle. In addition to
this first standardized communications network, since bidirectional communications involving a vehicle are conducted wirelessly for at least a portion of the communications link, it is necessary for the Internet to communicate with an appropriate interface or network that wirelessly links with the vehicle. In one embodiment, the cel-
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lular digitized packet data (CDPD) network provides the
desired link including arrangement of information being
communicated and where the destination site, namely
the particular vehicle, is found in the network. If a channel
is available to the particular vehicle, the CDPD link can
proceed to transmit the Internet packets to the vehicle of
interest. Instead of the CDPD network as the link, a communications interface could be employed that involves
data only, such as a two way paging interface with the
vehicle.
[0006] With respect to handling requests, commands
and information including data transfers relative to the
vehicle, particularly involving data from vehicle devices,
certain hardware and software is contained in the vehicle.
For receiving information from the Internet, a wireless
device, such as a cellular phone, having the appropriate
hardware and channels acts as a receiver for such information in combination with an appropriate airlink modem,
such as a CDPD network modem. The wireless device
is contained within the vehicle and communicates with a
controller through a phone interface. The phone interface
provides the necessary electrical signal connections between the output lines or channels from the wireless device and the controller inputs.
[0007] The controller is also found in the vehicle and
is a key unit of the apparatus and includes a number of
hardware and software elements. Specifically, a TCP/IP
(transmission control protocol/Internet protocol) stack
acts on a received request or command by performing a
number of functions. The received request has a IP address associated with it and a check is made as to whether or not the request has the correct address. Further,
the formatted data is checked for accuracy. The TCP is
responsible for controlling the structure and flow of the
received information. In that regard, the TCP/IP stack is
associated with a number of sockets that it communicates with or links to, with the selected socket being dependent upon the content of the received information. In
that regard, among the sockets available to the TCP/IP
stack is a server. In conjunction with effectively communicating over the Internet, an http (hypertext transmission
protocol) web server is utilized. The web server operates
in accordance with world wide web protocol and services
information related requests in http format including obtaining or getting information based on a received request
or command and sending or posting information in response to received requests or commands. The controller also includes data memory for storing data in html
(hypertext markup language) format, with such data being frequently previously collected from vehicle devices
and stored in the data memory. In response to a request,
for example, the web server accesses the data memory
to obtain desired data and encapsulates it in accordance
with http format for transmission from the controller
through the wireless device using an appropriate airlink
modem to a destination site (remote station).
[0008] The web server also communicates with a CGIbin (common gateway interface-binary), which is also
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part of the controller. The CGI-bin is useful in linking the
web server with a number of executable programs stored
in a program memory. These executable programs can
be utilized in obtaining or providing data or other information associated with the vehicle devices. In one embodiment, one or more executable programs are run to
obtain data which is then stored in data memory in html
format for later access and use, including transmitting
such data to a remote site. The controller also has a real
time operating system (RTOS) that typically is involved
with managing a number of services associated with conducting one or more applications oriented tasks. For example, the RTOS works with the applications software
during execution for managing tasks that are run by the
applications software and management of data stored in
the file memory. Especially in the context of a vehicle,
the executable software might include a variety of applications including: the present location of the vehicle; vehicle maintenance monitoring parameters, such as status conditions associated with the engine, coolant status,
oil pressure and battery life; cargo conditions including
status of delivery of cargo and relevant cargo conditions,
such as temperature; alarm conditions that apprise others of certain predetermined events associated with the
vehicle, such as airbag detonation; and, in the case of a
vehicle transporting a patient, monitoring data associated with patient vital signs.
[0009] With regard to obtaining information or data
from these vehicle devices for appropriate processing
using, for example, one or more executable programs in
the program memory, the controller communicates with
a second standardized network in the form of a network
that is commercially available and used in vehicles, such
as the previously devised controller area network (CAN).
The CAN is operatively connected to each of a plurality
of vehicle devices that transmit, receive, or both transmit
and receive desired data. For example, the vehicle devices include transducers or other physical devices that
detect and provide information useful to applications software for processing to obtain information that is then
transmitted, for storing in memory for later transmission,
or even for immediate transmission without processing,
upon receipt of the proper request or command. Other
available networks could be utilized, instead of the CAN,
such as Arcnet, which has a protocol similar to CAN.
[0010] More specifically, with respect to transmission
of information from the controller through the wireless
device to a remote site, after receipt of a request as previously described and in accordance with one procedure,
the web server interprets the transmitted request and determines that certain data stored in the data memory is
being requested by a user at the remote site. The stored
data is accessed and prepared by the web server in accordance with http format for transmission over the Internet. The http formatted information is subject to the
operation of the TCP/IP stack for regulating the transmission of the requested information including associating a destination IP address with the information being
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sent. Once the information is properly prepared using the
TCP/IP stack, it can be sent over the airlink via the wireless device to the Internet connection using appropriate
airlink modems.
[0011] In a variation of this operation, instead of a request starting from the remote station, the sending of
information including data might be initiated in the vehicle. By way of example, it may be necessary or desirable
that certain data parameters be periodically transmitted
to a remote station for analysis or other considerations.
In still another operation variation, an additional information transmission can be received from another user located at a different remote site during the time that a first
request for information is being processed by the controller. In such a case, the TCP/IP stack, in conjunction
with the operating system, enables multiple tasks to be
performed in a controlled manner so that more than one
user is able to communicate with the controller at the
same time.
[0012] Preferably, the controller in the vehicle is also
associated with an interface for communication with one
or more available systems, such as an RS232 connection, an Ethernet connection and/or a PCMCIA unit. In a
related embodiment, the controller includes a direct communications port for receiving and sending information
without requiring the wireless device and the Internet
connection to the wireless device. In this embodiment,
the direct communications port receives information or
data using another source contained in the vehicle, such
as the vehicle’s radio. Subcarrier information is transmitted to the radio and decoded for input to the direct communications port for subsequent analysis or use by the
CAN. In yet a further variation of controller operation,
each vehicle device on the CAN has its own IP designation or address so that the remote user can utilize this
designation or address for communication with the selected vehicle device having that designation or address.
The controller uses the received IP address or designation for the particular device and acts as a link or bridge
for the remote user to the particular device.
[0013] Based on the foregoing summary, a number of
salient features of the present invention can be readily
identified including the substantial elimination or avoidance of numerous, different and complex hardware and
software for communicating information involving physical devices located in a vehicle and one or more computers located at one or more remote sites. A combination
of controller related components are containable in a vehicle for responding to requests from remote sites, obtaining and storing information associated with vehicle
devices and running executable software that may be
available in the program memory of the controller or
downloaded from the remote site, while handling and
configuring information including data that is communicative with the remote site over an established network,
such as the Internet. Furthermore, the controller efficiently communicates with another standard network found in
a vehicle, such as the controller area network, to obtain
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data from the vehicle devices and, when appropriate,
send messages or information to the vehicle devices.
The controller elements are important in communicatively linking together previously incompatible remote and
vehicle networks to achieve a functional mobile communication system. The overall system including the standardized networks effectively enables, either- substantially simultaneously or separately, a variety of applications
to be performed by multiple users and which applications
utilize one or more of a large number of selectable and
different vehicle devices, while not requiring substantial
allocated memory in the vehicle.
[0014] Additional advantages of the present invention
will be readily understood from the following discussion,
particularly when taken together with the accompanying
drawing figures.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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[0015]
Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the general components of the apparatus for information communication between one or more remote stations and a
vehicle;
Fig. 2 is a more detailed block diagram illustrating
major elements of the controller;
Fig. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating major steps that
are involved in the bi-directional communications between one or more remote stations and a vehicle
having the controller in which a message is initiated
from the remote station; and
Fig. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating major steps that
are involved in a communication initiated by the vehicle to a remote station.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
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[0016] With reference to Fig. 1, an apparatus is illustrated in the block diagram for bi-directional communication between one or more remote stations 10a-10n and
a vehicle. The bi-directional communication has the capability of involving multiple users and a number and variety of applications that are germane to the vehicle. Each
remote station can include communications and processing related hardware and software that is different from
that of the other remote stations. To avoid extensive and
customized hardware and software in order to achieve
the desired bi-directional communications, a standardized remote network communications link 14 is utilized.
That is, each user who wishes to communicate with the
vehicle, need not develop and establish the necessary
interfacing networks and protocols for communication
with the vehicle. Each user, including users who operate
independently of other users, is able to access the vehicle
through the same standardized remote network communications link 14, regardless of the particular application
or applications that the user has for implementation or
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operation in conjunction with hardware and software associated with the vehicle. In a preferred embodiment, the
remote network communications link 14 is the Internet.
With respect to communication with a vehicle, the information being communicated must be configured or formatted in a way that achieves proper communication
over an airlink to the vehicle. This is accomplished using
a suitable switching station identified generally as a remote airlink transfer protocol modem 16. In one embodiment, the communication information is formatted in accordance with a CDPD (cellular digitized packet data)
configuration.. At the vehicle, this information is received
by a wireless device 18 that is able to transmit and receive
information via the airlink. The wireless device 18 is operatively associated with a vehicle airlink transfer protocol modem 20 for the proper handling of the airlink formatted transmission. In one embodiment, the wireless
device 18 includes a cellular phone that is selected from
a plurality of conventional or commercially available cellular phones. The wireless device 18 bi-directionally communicates with a controller 30 contained in the vehicle
through a network protocol converter 26 using a wireless
device interface 22. The wireless device interface 22 establishes the necessary signal compatibilities and connections from the wireless device 18. The network protocol converter 26 removes or otherwise converts the
inputted information to a form that is acceptable to the
controller 30 or, alternatively, information is made compatible with the remote airlink transfer protocol modem
16 when such information is sent through the airlink using
the network protocol converter 26. In conjunction with
the Fig. 1 illustration, the network protocol converter 26
is essentially part of the wireless device 18 and physically
separated from the controller 30 but electrically connected thereto so that no network protocol converter is required in the controller 30. In the embodiment to be described in greater detail herein, the network protocol converter 26 includes a TCP/IP stack which can be part of
the controller 30 so that the controller 30 is also definable
or can be referred to as a controller/network protocol converter 30. The controller 30 is responsible for a number
of functions related to understanding and acting on information received from one or more remote stations 10,
obtaining and responding to requested information and
operatively functioning with information including data
available from other elements in the vehicle. In that regard, the controller 30 communicates with a controller
interface 34 that electrically links the controller 30 with a
vehicle standardized network 40. The vehicle standardized network 40 includes a controller unit 44 that provides
appropriate message and data handling functions associated with sending and receiving information including
data from each of a plurality of physical vehicle devices
50 that are operatively connected to a bus 46 of the vehicle standardized network 40. Like the remote standardized network 14, the vehicle standardized network 40
is an established and previously developed network that
interfaces with components in a vehicle, such as engine
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related components in order to provide desired or requested data concerning the operations or status of these
components. An important aspect of the apparatus of the
present invention involves the enabling of communications between two mutually incompatible and highly dissimilar standardized networks. More specifically, full
communication capabilities are achieved among numerous remote stations via a global or remote standardized
network and vehicle devices via a localized standardized
network, either at different or at the same times, using
the apparatus even though the global and localized networks are configured substantially differently and involve
significant protocol and environmental differences. That
is, the remote standardized network 14, such as the Internet, is configured as an information communications
system having no geographic boundaries. The vehicle
or localized standardized network 40 is designed to function properly in the electrically noisy and otherwise hostile
vehicle environment. The diverse design objectives and
problems faced by these two different standardized networks therefore requires a communications related apparatus that is able to effectively enable these two networks to bi-directionally communicate with each other,
as well as other hardware and software that is operably
connected to the two standardized networks. In accordance with the present invention, the vehicle devices 50
might include a large number of diverse devices, including common vehicle parts or components, for providing
and receiving information including data, as well as, in
some cases, acting on such information by analyzing or
processing such information. With regard to providing
information to a remote station 10, a substantially symmetrical relationship exists among the elements of Fig.
1. That is, the controller 30 is able to prepare information
for sending to a remote station 10, including data or other
information available from one or more of the vehicle devices 50 using the vehicle standardized network 40. Such
information is sent to the wireless device 18 through its
interface 22 for transmission using the vehicle airlink
transfer protocol modem 20 over the airlink to the remote
station 10 by way of the remote standardized network 14
in combination with the remote airlink transfer protocol
modem 16.
[0017] With reference now to Fig. 2, greater details of
the apparatus of Fig. 1 are illustrated, particularly key
elements of the controller 30 contained in the vehicle. As
shown in Fig. 2, remote station 10a is illustrated and it
includes a computer terminal 60. In one embodiment, the
computer terminal 60 is a conventional PC having the
usual hardware and software components and capabilities including input and output devices, such as a keyboard, mouse and terminal display screen. The computer
terminal 60 communicates with a modem 64 in order that
the information from and to the computer terminal 60 can
be sent over conventional communication lines, such as
telephone lines. In the preferred embodiment, the modem 64 enables the computer terminal 60 to communicate with Internet 68. In one embodiment, the computer
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terminal 60 has one or more browsers 72 available to it,
which is used in requesting or responding to information
communications involving a particular vehicle. The Internet 68 operatively communicates with a standardized
network transmission protocol that permits information
to be bi-directionally communicated over the airlink and,
in one embodiment, includes a remote CDPD network
modem 76 which prepares the information in a conventionally acceptable manner for transmission and communication with a cellular phone 80 which is contained in
the vehicle. The cellular phone 80 can be any selected
one of a number of conventional cellular phones that have
the capability of properly communicating with the desired
formatted or arranged information. In the illustrated embodiment of Fig. 2, the cellular phone 80 is operatively
associated with a vehicle CDPD network modem 82 that
demodulates the received information so that it is acceptable for further handling or processing. A phone interface
84 links the cellular phone 80 with the controller 30 and
is, preferably, configured to work with a variety of cellular
phones having differing output connections and/or arrangements of output connections. In that regard, the
phone interface 84 is useful in providing a proper battery
charging function for the cellular phone 80, assisting in
the identification of the particular cellular phone 80 that
is being utilized, and establishing the correct electrical
connections for passage or communication of the signals
between the cellular phone 80 and the controller 30. An
appropriate phone interface 84, or at least portions thereof, is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,333,177 issued July
26, 1994 and entitled "Universal Connection for Cellular
Telephone Interface."
[0018] As also seen in Fig. 2, the controller 30 includes
a number of elements for handling the functions and responsibilities associated with responding to messages,
such as requests or commands, from one or more of the
remote stations 10, running executable software and obtaining data, as well as achieving the necessary communications protocols with the Internet 68. The controller 30
includes a processor 90 for performing processing operations including running of executable program code, including in the context of utilizing or incorporating data
that the controller 30 has access to. Preferably, the processor 90 is a single microprocessor that performs multiple tasks, in conjunction with a real time operating system
(RTOS) 94. That is, the RTOS 94 manages a number of
services associated with conducting one or more applications oriented tasks. Preferably, the RTOS 94 includes
a kernel that is involved in performing real time multitasking including: task management, intertask communication, memory management, message management,
timing, I/O management and error management. In the
context of applications associated with the vehicle, the
RTOS 94 works with applications software in a multi-task
scheme to respond to requests for vehicle related information including data.
[0019] The controller 30 also includes a TCP/IP (transmission control protocol/internet protocol) stack 98 for
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providing necessary communication protocols in association with the Internet. The TCP regulates the flow and
structure of data or other information including an operative communication with a web server 102. The IP is
responsible for recognizing source and destination addresses in connection with insuring receipt at the proper
location, as well as checking for the accuracy of data
packets received from the airlink. The TCP/IP stack 98
is invoked initially when information is received by the
controller 30 and is invoked when information including
data is to be outputted from the controller 30 to the phone
interface 84. Preferably, the TCP/IP stack 98 is a commercially available portable unit for an embedded system
that provides a single threaded stack for supporting multiple sockets including sockets associated with the web
server 102. The web server 102 services information related requests in http (hyper text transmission protocol)
format. These requests include obtaining or getting information, as requested, and the sending or posting of
information, as requested. The web server 102 is also a
commercially available Internet related product. With respect to getting information, the controller 30 further includes a data storage unit or data memory 106. Generally, the data memory 106 stores data that has been generated and is expected to be useful in handling requests
or commands. Such data may be data obtained from
monitoring a physical device associated with a vehicle
and/or may include data useful in running executable
software that is intended to provide further information
or data useful to a requestor. The data in the data memory
106 is preferably configured in html (hyper text markup
language). In this configuration, the web server 102 is
able to access the data memory 106 and obtain such
configured data for encapsulation or incorporation in the
http format for communication over the Internet 68. In
addition to communication with the data memory 106,
the web server 102 is operatively linked to a CGI-bin
(common gateway interface-binary) 110. The CGI-bin
110 acts as a link or a gate to a number of typically short
executable programs stored in program memory 114.
Such stored executable software may encompass a variety of applications associated with the vehicle. Generally, such software is useful in processing, analyzing or
otherwise acting on data available in the vehicle, including acting on the data in real time, such as acting on
available data in real time that is used for transmission
to a remote station, where such transmission is initiated
in the vehicle. A representative listing of applications is
as follows:
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(a) monitoring of vehicle locations and status;
(b) tracking of deliveries of packages by the vehicle;
(c) monitoring cargo conditions in the vehicle, such
as the temperature of the cargo and checking equipment related to maintaining a desired temperature;
(d) vehicle parameter monitoring for maintaining the
vehicle such as checking engine conditions including
possibility of overheating and operating mileage
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(odometer reading);
(e) displaying of directions and/or dispatch instructions; and
(f) communication of short messages between a user
at the remote site and the operator of the vehicle.

5

[0020] In addition to application software that might be
involved with such functions, the short programs in the
program memory 114 may include software related to
safety and security considerations, including:

10

(a) monitoring a patient’s vital signs who is being
transported by the vehicle;
(b) providing information as to whether or not a roving
security vehicle has periodically checked in with a
home base; and
(c) providing an indication of key or alarm related
events, such as when roadside assistance is required, the vehicle or the driver of the vehicle faces
a threatening situation, an unauthorized vehicle door
unlocking and/or initiating an automatic call for assistance in light of an airbag detonation.
[0021] With regard to representative operations, the
data memory 106 may store page information that is accessible by the web server 102. Upon receipt of a command or request, this page information may be accessed
and updated with current data or other information for
transmission to a user at a remote station 10. For example, page information may require that data, which is collected from the vehicle devices 50, be inserted or be included therein. In a variation of this operation, all or substantially all of the page information is generated after
receiving a request for information that is associated with
the page. In generating the page information, data already stored in the data memory 106 may be utilized or,
alternatively, data may be obtained upon receipt of the
request from the physical devices associated with the
vehicle. In a further and related variation, information or
executable software may be downloaded from the remote station to the controller 30 for execution as part of
responding to an accompanying or future request, which
software may be executed in conjunction with the operation of an applet that is stored as part of the controller
30. In such a variation or with other variations, it may be
appropriate to maintain memory storage space at a reduced level in the controller 30 so as to keep within defined vehicle cost and space requirements. In a related
embodiment, the appropriate information or executable
software is already part of the controller 30 and is part of
the short programs accessible using the CGI-bin 110.
[0022] With continued reference to Fig. 2, a more detailed discussion related to the vehicle devices 50 is provided. Each of the vehicle devices 50a-50n is able to
receive information such as data, send information, or is
able to both receive and send information. Generally, the
vehicle devices 50 can include a variety of monitoring,
detecting, inputting or other information communication
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related devices. In conjunction with the aforedescribed
short executable programs that might be available in or
to the controller 30, such vehicle devices 50 can include
sensors, transducers or other equipment for providing or
receiving information. By way of example only, the vehicle devices 50a-50n can include one or more of the following: GPS (global positioning system), dead reckoning
sensors, facsimile machine, PDA (personal digital assistant), laptop computer, printer, display unit, modem, CDROM unit, storage device, medical condition sensors,
vehicle condition sensors, vehicle cargo sensors, airbag
sensor and general alarm sensors related to unlocking
the vehicle or unwanted intrusion into the vehicle.
[0023] In order to provide the necessary communications protocol between the controller 30 and the vehicle
devices 50a-50n, another standardized network communications link is provided, which is different from the first
standardized network communications link, such as the
Internet 68. This further standardized communications
network is responsible for handling the communication
exchange functions associated with sending and receiving information relative to the vehicle devices 50. In a
preferred embodiment, this further standardized network
is a network that has been previously devised and is commonly used in a number of makes and models of vehicles.
This communications network is defined as the controller
area network (CAN) 124. Although the CAN 124 has previously commonly been used in operative association
with automotive electronics including engine control elements, sensors, lamps, electric windows etc., the
present invention also enables the CAN 124 to be used
with a variety of other devices contained in the vehicle,
such as the previously described devices. An apparatus
that utilizes processing capability in a vehicle with a
number of peripheral devices in communication therewith over a common bus is disclosed in U.S. Patent No.
5,479,479 issued December 26, 1995 and entitled "Method and Apparatus for Transmission of and Receiving Signals Having Digital Information Using an Air Link," and
which is assigned to the same assignee as the present
application.
[0024] Generally, the CAN 124 is definable as being
comprised of an object layer and a transfer layer that
constitute a CAN control unit 122, and a physical layer.
The object layer is responsible for message filtering, and
message and status handling. The transfer layer is responsible for confinement of faults, error detection and
signaling, message validation, acknowledgements, bus
contention, arbitration among information, message
framing and transfer rate and timing. The physical layer
is the transmission medium itself as well as the signal
level and bit representations that are transmitted along
the transmission medium. The transmission medium is
essentially a multiconductor bus 126 that has electrical
conductors electrically connected to each of the vehicle
devices 50 that are on the CAN 124. In operatively connecting the CAN bus 126 to each vehicle device 50a50n, each of these vehicle devices is operatively asso-
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ciated with a CAN interface. In one embodiment, each
of the CAN interfaces is connected in "daisy-chain" fashion as part of the bus 126 configuration. In interfacing
with the CAN 124, the controller 30 also has device drivers 128 that are useful in achieving desired communications in both directions between the CAN 124 and the
controller 30. For example, the processor 90 is able to
obtain data or other information from the vehicle devices
50a-50n using the device drivers 128 and which information can be used by the processor 90 including, for example, storing data in the data memory 106 for subsequent access and transmission to a remote station 10.
[0025] As also illustrated in Fig. 2, information can be
communicated to the apparatus without passing through
the cellular phone 80. A direct communications port 144
is operatively associated with the device driver assembly
128 for communication through the CAN 124 to one or
more of the vehicle devices 50a-50n. The direct communications port 144 has particular utility when the cellular
phone 80 or other wireless device is not in the vehicle.
In that situation, information is communicated using another device or unit in the vehicle. For example, the vehicle radio receives a transmission having a subcarrier
signal that conveys information useful to and understood
by the hardware associated with the direct communications port 144. The data stream that is inputted to the
port 144 was previously obtained or decoded to provide
the information in a format compatible with the port 144.
Conversely, the port 144 enables information carrying
signals to be outputted therefrom for transmission outside of the vehicle, such as again using the vehicle’s radio.
[0026] In addition to vehicle devices 50 that communicate through the CAN 124, further peripheral devices
can be connected directly to the controller 30, instead of
communicating through the CAN 124. For example, a
PCMCIA (personal computer memory card interface association) unit 148 is electrically connected to the device
driver assembly 128. The unit 148 might include a storage
device with a disk drive for storing desired information or
data. Another such unit 148 might include a modem for
providing communication capability directly between the
controller 30 and another device or unit in the vehicle.
[0027] The description so far has been directed to an
embodiment in which the vehicle or the controller 30 is
associated with an address that the Internet 68 utilizes
in connection with sending information to the vehicle. In
another embodiment, each of the vehicle devices 50a50n has its own IP (internet protocol) address or designation. A user at a remote station 10 that wishes to send
or receive information relative to a particular vehicle device 50a-50n, utilizes the IP address or designation of
the vehicle device in order to achieve the information
transfer relative to the particular vehicle device 50. In this
case, the controller 30 and its operation are essentially
transparent to a user at a remote site and each vehicle
device 50 appears or acts as if it is a TCP/IP device. An
example of operation, in accordance with this embodi-
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ment, might involve a vehicle device 50, such as a CDROM unit. Specifically, the user or accessor of the CDROM unit provides an IP address for this device and it is
received by the vehicle having the CD-ROM unit. The
controller 30 recognizes this IP address and is able to
provide the requested link to the CD-ROM unit through
the CAN 124. As a possible variation or addition to such
an operation, the controller 30 can include an applet that
is associated with this IP address. When this IP address
for the CD-ROM unit is recognized by the controller 30,
the controller 30 sends the applet to the user accessing
the Internet 68, where the applet is received by the browser 72. The browser 72 uses the applet to bring up a display
using the computer terminal 60. The display might include, for example, buttons that represent CD-ROM unit
controls that the user can "click on" to cause certain operations associated with the CD-ROM unit.
[0028] In further related methods of operation when an
http request is received by the web server 102, the controller 30 is able to respond in a dynamic manner to reflect
the current status or conditions of vehicle devices 50. By
way of example, as just noted, when all vehicle devices
are properly functioning and providing data, an html page
including one or applets could be downloaded to handle
such data from the controller 30. However, if one or more
vehicle devices are not producing accurate data, a determination might be made to modify the content or
number of applets that are usually downloaded in connection with such data when it is accurate. This reduces
the magnitude and time of transmission, which results in
a decrease in the cost of the wireless transmission, especially where there is a substantial amount of data, a
large number of vehicles and/or an expected transmission on a very regular basis. As an additional example,
the controller 30 might utilize information including data
from a group of vehicle devices that is to be served to an
applet embedded in a page. In a case in which one or
more vehicle devices are not properly functioning or not
functioning at all, the quality of information produced by
the embedded application varies and is not reliable.
Thus, it would be useful to be able to alter the presentation
of this information in a dynamic manner. That is, such a
presentation should reflect accurate data and the controller 30 is able to make a determination as to what information or data should be presented when such situations arise.
[0029] In yet a further related method of operation, the
controller 30 is able to provide information by way of one
or more notifications to one or more stations when a particular event or condition occurs such as at a predetermined time interval after the event or condition arises. In
one embodiment, a worldwide web browser operably
connected to the web server 102 selects the events or
conditions to which the predetermined actions are to be
taken by the web server 102. For example, a user may
request a notification message when the vehicle reaches
a certain location, when a sensor in the vehicle measures
a value relative to a predetermined threshold value and
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upon the occurrence of other predetermined events or
conditions. Such request for notifications may be formulated via a point-and-click worldwide web browser interface and notifications can be made to frames on a web
page, or other appropriate ways specified by the user.
The user could also specify in the request that the notifications are to be sent to a third party by way of E-mail
or http/html messages. By such techniques, notifications
can be sent to a list of locations in electronic format suited
for each individual location.
[0030] With reference to Fig. 3, the operation of the
present invention is further described in the context of a
flow diagram illustrating steps for transmitting and receiving information between a computer terminal 60 and a
vehicle of interest. In particular, the user inputs a message at the computer terminal 60, in accordance with
block 200. The message includes at least an IP address
and a request for information that is obtainable from the
subject vehicle. The message is transmitted via the modem 64 connected to the computer terminal 60 utilizing
the browser 72 at block 204 to direct or route the host
message in accordance with the IP address. At block 208
the Internet 68 is accessed for carrying the message. As
part of the message transmission, the remote CDPD network modem 76 is employed at block 212 to packetize
the data message so that it can be properly transmitted
over the airlink. At block 216, the CDPD transmitted message is received by the cellular phone 80 or other transceiver and the output thereof is gated to the controller 30
having the TCP/IP stack 98 at block 220 after the message is demodulated by the vehicle CDPD network modem 82. The IP. checks the accuracy of the identified
address and other information in the message. The TCP
coordinates the flow of the message and prepares it for
transmission to the http web server 102 at block 224. The
web server 102 under the control and process functioning
of the RTOS 94/processor 90, services the information
related request in http format. In accordance with one
example, the message includes a request for vehicle information related to engine and/or other vehicle component operations or conditions. In one application, for example, the requested vehicle conditions might have to
be obtained from data that is processed or analyzed using
executable software or a program stored in the program
memory 114. In such a case, a request based on the
message is applied to the CGI-bin 110 at block 228. This
link enables the desired program to be selected and run
under the processing/control of the processor 90/RTOS
94. As part of that execution, it may be necessary to obtain previously stored information including data from the
data memory 106. Additionally, or alternatively, it may be
necessary to obtain current or other data that is available
from a particular vehicle device itself. In that context, the
processor 90/RTOS 94 obtains such information through
the CAN controller unit 122 via the CAN bus 126 at block
232. The CAN protocol is utilized to request and obtain
the data from the selected vehicle device at block 236.
The data obtained by the CAN 124 is utilized by the proc-
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essor 90 in connection with the execution of the selected
program that is being executed. In one embodiment, with
the requested data related to the vehicle component conditions having been obtained by processing, or from one
or more vehicle devices 50, or by both methods, such
data can then be included in page information. Portions
of the page information could be stored in the data memory 106, with the obtained data being included in the appropriate parts of the page. Once this is completed, the
page information is handled by the web server 102 for
sending the page information in http format. The TCP/IP
stack 98 is involved in the control of the transmission of
this page information, as well as checking the destination
address. The page information is transmitted through the
cellular phone 80 including being packeted for a CDPD
network transmission, using the vehicle CDPD network
modem 82 for transmission over the Internet 68 to the
requesting computer terminal 60. The page information
can then be displayed on the display unit of the computer
terminal 60.
[0031] With regard to operation variations, with respect
to one or more alarm conditions, when a particular vehicle
device 50 detects or is involved with an alarm event, this
is reported by the CAN 124 to the processor 90 using the
device drivers 128. The processor 90 and the TCP/IP
stack 98 cooperate to send a signal through the cellular
phone 80 indicative of this alarm condition, without the
need to utilize the web server 102. The signal representative of the alarm condition is properly directed to a predetermined IP address over the Internet 68. Relatedly,
the processor 90 is able to execute an appropriate interrupt routine in order to delay or interrupt a response that
is being performed due to a currently existing request to
the controller 30 in order to process the detected alarm
condition. After such processing, the processor 90 can
continue with responding to the request that was present
prior to the interrupt. Additionally, the controller 30 is able
to be responsive to more than one request from different
users at different remote stations. The processor 90 and
the RTOS 94 cooperate to perform multiple tasks in a
coordinated fashion in response to requests from multiple
users.
[0032] Previous discussions of the operation of the apparatus have primarily been directed to operations in
which the sending of information is initiated by a remote
computer terminal 60. With reference to the flow diagram
of Fig. 4, a further related description of the operation of
the present invention involves a case in which information
is transmitted upon initiation of the controller 30 in the
vehicle. In accordance with such an operation, data or
other information from one or more vehicle devices 50a50n is provided over the airlink to one or more remote
stations 10a-10n on a predetermined or determinable
time basis. For example, each vehicle in a fleet of vehicles
might be required to report its location on a periodic basis
to a remote station 10. The steps of Fig. 4 are next described in the_context of such an example. At block 300,
vehicle positioning data is available from one of the ve-
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hicle devices 50, which might be a GPS. On a requested
or regular input scheme, such vehicle device data is sent
to the CAN bus 126 at block 304. The CAN controller 122
is responsible for controlling the receipt and transmitting
of such data to the controller 30 at block 308. The vehicle
data that is to be transmitted over the wire link, in accordance with the predetermined or determinable procedure,
is appropriately processed, analyzed or otherwise acted
on using the controller 30 at block 312. In one embodiment, vehicle device data, such as GPS data, do not rely
on the web server 102 but may utilize a different communications pathway, such as E-mail. In any event, the
controller 30 gates the vehicle location data to the cellular
phone having the vehicle airlink transfer protocol modem
20, such as a CDPD network modem 82, at block 316.
The vehicle location data is properly formatted and transmitted through the cellular phone over the airlink at block
320. In receiving such data from the airlink, a remote
airlink transfer protocol modem 16, such as a remote
CDPD network modem 76, collects such data at block
324 and subsequently passes the vehicle data to the Internet 68 at block 330. The desired computer terminal 60
receives the vehicle positioning data from the Internet 68
at block 334. In accordance with desired embodiments,
such data can be further processed by the computer terminal 60, displayed on a display unit thereof in a preestablished way, or otherwise handled to achieved desired use of the received data. In a related variation of
this embodiment, after processing such data, the computer terminal 60 may initiate further actions in the way
of sending information to the vehicle for adjusting or otherwise affecting the vehicle device that provided the data
for analysis. That is, based on the data received and analyzed by the computer terminal 60, a determination is
made that a desired or feedback input needs to be provided in real time to this vehicle device.
[0033] The foregoing discussion of the invention has
been presented for purposes of illustration and description. Further, the description is not intended to limit the
invention to the form disclosed herein. Consequently,
variations and modifications commensurate with the
above teachings, within the skill and knowledge of the
relevant art, are within the scope of the present invention.
The embodiments discussed herein above are further
intended to explain the best mode known of practicing
the invention and to enable others skilled in the art to
utilize the invention in such, or in other, embodiments
and with the various modifications required by their particular application or uses of the invention. It is intended
that the appended claims be construed to include alternative embodiments to the extent permitted by the prior
art.

ing at least a first remote station (10a) including computer means (60) located at a distance from a vehicle, a wireless device (80) for location in the vehicle
for use in sending and receiving information relative
to the first remote station over an air link, a plurality
of different vehicle devices (50) in the vehicle, each
for receiving and/or sending information, controller/
network protocol converter means (26, 30) including
processing means (90, 94) in the vehicle for controlling the sending and receiving of information using
said wireless device (80) between the first remote
station (10a) and the vehicle, said controller/network
protocol converter means (26, 30) including first
standard network communication means for use in
presenting information for transmission over the air
link in a first format that is acceptable to a first standardized network (68) that includes the air link, and a
second standard network communication means
(122, 126), different from said first standard network
communication means, for communicating with said
controller/network protocol converter means (26, 30)
and for use in presenting information in a second
format that is acceptable to a second standardised
network (124), with said second standard network
communication means being arranged to communicate with said vehicle devices (50) in order to send
and receive information relative thereto and in which
said controller/network protocol means (26, 30) is
arranged to enable said information to be properly
communicated between said first and second standardized networks (68, 124), said system characterized in that:
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said first standardized network includes the Internet (68) and said controller/ network protocol
converter means (26, 30) includes a web server
(102) located in the vehicle for responding to a
plurality of service related requests, wherein
said controller/network protocol converter
means is arranged to download executable software from at least the first remote station (10a)
for execution as part of responding to an accompanying or future request and said first standard
network communications means being arranged to enable said information to be provided
to multiple users that utilize different makes of
communication equipment, different processing
hardware and different applications software executable by said processing means (90, 94) of
said controller/network protocol converter
means (26, 30).
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2.
Claims
1.

55

A system for information transmission involving one
or more remote stations (10) and a vehicle, compris-

10

18

A system of Claim 1, wherein said controller/network
protocol converter means (26, 30) includes a stack
(98) associated with Internet protocol (IP) for recognizing source and destination addresses in connection with ensuring receipt of said information at the
proper location and for checking accuracy of data
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packets received from the air link.
3.

4.

A system of Claim 2, wherein a transmission control
protocol (TCP) is associated with said stack (98) in
operative communication with said web server (102)
for regulating flow and structure of said information.
A system of Claim 1, wherein said controller/network
protocol converter means (26, 30) includes a data
memory (106) for storing generated data useful in
handling requests or commands, said data including
data obtained from monitoring one or more of said
vehicle devices (50) and in which said data is configured in a language for access by said web server
(102).

col.

5

Patentansprüche
1.

15

A system of Claim 4, wherein said language includes
hypertext mark-up language, HTML.

6.

A system of Claim 4, wherein said data configured
in said language is encapsulated by said web server
(102) using said first format and said first format includes hypertext transmission protocol, HTTP.

20

7.

A system of Claim 1, wherein said controller/network
protocol converter means (26, 30) includes a real
time operating system, RTOS, (94) that manages a
number of services associated with conducting one
or more applications oriented paths including performing real time multi-tasking.

25

A system of Claim 7, wherein said controller/network
protocol converter means (26, 30) is responsive to
more than one request from different users at different remote stations and in which said processor and
said RTOS (94) cooperate to perform multiple tasks
in a coordinated fashion in response to said request
from multiple users.

30
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A system of Claim 1, wherein said web server (102)
communicates with a data memory (106) that stores
page information, said page information being accessed by said web server and updated with current
data from one or more of said vehicle devices (50)
and in which said page information can be generated
using data already stored in said data memory or
using data that is obtained from one or more of said
vehicle devices.

40

10. A system of Claim 1, wherein said controller/network
protocol converter means (26, 30) includes a CGIbin in communication with said web server (102) and
links said web server with a number of executable
programs including said downloaded executable
software.

50

9.

12. A system of Claim 1, wherein said second standard
network communication means (122, 126) includes
a controller area network, CAN, including an object
layer, a transfer layer and a physical layer.
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11. A system of Claim 1, wherein said web server (102)
operates in accordance with world-wide web proto-
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System zur Informationsübertragung mit einer oder
mehreren Fernstationen (10) und einem Fahrzeug,
mit wenigstens einer in einem Abstand von einem
Fahrzeug positionierten ersten Fernstation (10a) mit
einer Computereinrichtung (60), einer Drahtlosvorrichtung (80) zur Positionierung im Fahrzeug zur
Verwendung beim Senden und Empfangen von Informationen zu/von der ersten Fernstation über eine
Luftverbindung, mehreren unterschiedlichen Fahrzeugvorrichtungen (50) im Fahrzeug jeweils zum
Empfangen und/oder Senden von Informationen, einer Steuerungs/Netzprotokollwandlereinrichtung
(26, 30) mit einer Verarbeitungseinrichtung (90, 94)
im Fahrzeug zum Steuern des Sendens und Empfangens von Informationen mittels der Drahtlosvorrichtung (80) zwischen der ersten Fernstation (10a)
und dem Fahrzeug, wobei die Steuerungs/Netzprotokollwandlereinrichtung (26, 30) eine erste Standard-Netzkommunikationseinrichtung zur Verwendung beim Darstellen von Informationen zur Übertragung über die Luftverbindung in einem ersten Format, das für ein erstes normiertes Netz (68), das die
Luftverbindung enthält, annehmbar ist, und eine von
der ersten Standard-Netzkommunikationseinrichtung verschiedene zweite Standard-Netzkommunikationseinrichtung (122, 126) zum Kommunizieren
mit der Steuerungs/Netzprotokollwandlereinrichtung (26, 30) und zur Verwendung beim Darstellen
von Informationen in einem zweiten Format, das für
ein zweites normiertes Netz (124) annehmbar ist,
enthält, wobei die zweite Standard-Netzkommunikationseinrichtung so angeordnet ist, dass sie mit den
Fahrzeugvorrichtungen (50) kommuniziert, um Informationen an sie von ihnen zu senden und zu empfangen, und wobei die Steuerungs/Netzprotokollwandlereinrichtung (26, 30) so angeordnet ist, dass
sie eine richtige Kommunikation der Informationen
zwischen dem ersten und dem zweiten normierten
Netz (68, 124) ermöglicht, wobei das System dadurch gekennzeichnet ist,
dass das erste normierte Netz das Internet (68) enthält und die Steuerungs/Netzprotokollwandlereinrichtung (26, 30) einen in dem Fahrzeug angeordneten Web-Server (102) zum Antworten auf mehrere
dienstbezogene Anfragen enthält, wobei die Steuerungs/Netzprotokollwandlereinrichtung zum Herunterladen einer ausführbaren Software von wenigstens der ersten Fernstation (10a) zur Ausführung
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als ein Teil des Antwortens auf eine begleitende oder
zukünftige Anfrage angeordnet ist und wobei die erste Standard-Netzkommunikationseinrichtung angeordnet ist, um ein Bereitstellen der Informationen
für viele Nutzer zu ermöglichen, die unterschiedliche
Arten von Kommunikationsgeräten, unterschiedliche Verarbeitungshardware und unterschiedliche
Anwendungssoftware, die durch die Verarbeitungseinrichtung (90, 94) der Steuerungs/Netzprotokollwandlereinrichtung (26,30) ausführbar ist, nutzen,
2.

System nach Anspruch 1, bei welchem die Steuerungs/Netzprotokollwandlereinrichtung (26, 30) einen zum Internet-Protokoll (IP) gehörenden Stapel
zum Erkennen von Quell- und Zieladressen in Zusammenhang mit dem Sichern eines Empfangs der
Informationen an der richtigen Stelle und zum Prüfen
einer Genauigkeit von über die Luftverbindung empfangenen Datenpaketen enthält

Multitasks in einer koozdinierten Weise als Reaktion
auf die Anfrage von mehreren Nutzern zusammenarbeiten.
5

4.

System nach Anspruch 2, bei welchem ein Datenübertragungssteuerprotokoll (TCP) dem Stapel (98)
in Wirkverbindung mit dem Web-Server (102) zum
Regulieren des Stroms und der Struktur der Informationen zugeordnet ist.
System nach Anspruch 1, bei welchem die Steuerungs/Netzprotokollwandlereinrichtung (26, 30) einen Datenspeicher (106) zum Speichern erzeugter
Daten, die beim Abwickeln von Anfragen oder Befehlen nützlich sind, enthält wobei die Daten aus dem
Überwachen einer oder mehrerer der Fahrzeugvorrichtungen (50) erhaltene Daten enthalten und wobei
die Daten in einer Sprache zum Zugriff durch den
Web-Server (102) konfiguriert sind.

9.
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3.
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System nach Anspruch 1, bei welchem der WebServer (102) mit einem Datenspeicher (106) kommuniziert, der Seiteztinformationen speichert, wobei
durch den Web-Server auf die Seiteninformationen
zugegriffen wird und diese mit aktuellen Daten von
einer oder mehreren der Fahrzeugvorrichtungen
(50) aktualisiert werden und wobei die Seiteninformationen mittels bereits im Datenspeicher gespeicherter Daten oder mittels Daten, die man von einer
oder mehreren der Fahrzeugvorrichtungen erhält,
erzeugt werden können.

10. System nach Anspruch 1, bei welchem die
Steummgs/Netzprotokollwandlereinrichtung
(26,
30) einen CGI-Digitalrechner in Kommunikation mit
dem Web-Server (102) enthält und den Web-Server
mit einer Anzahl von ausführbaren Programmen einschließlich der heruntexgeladenen ausführbaren
Software verbindet.
11. System nach Anspruch 1, bei welchem der WebServer (102) entsprechend dem weltweiten Netzprotokoll arbeitet.
12. System nach Anspruch 1, bei welchem die zweite
Standard-Netzkommunikationseinrichtung
(122,
126) ein Steuerbereichsnetz, CAN, mit einer Objektschicht, einer Übermittlungsschicht und einer physikalischen Schicht enthält,

35

Revendications
5.

6.

System nach Anspruch 4, bei welchem die Sprache
eine Hypertexterhöhungssprache, HTML, enthält.
System nach Anspruch 4, bei welchem die in der
Sprache konfigurierten Daten durch den Web-Server (102) mittels des ersten Formats verkapselt sind
und das erste Format ein Hypertextübertragungsprotokoll, HTTP, enthält.

1.
40

45

7.

8.

System nach Anspruch 1, bei welchem die Steuerungs/Netzprotokollwandlereinrichtung (26, 30) ein
Echtzeitbetriebssystem, RTOS, (94) enthält, das eine Anzahl von mit dem Ausführen eines oder mehrerer anwendungsorientierter Pfade einschließlich
das Durchführen eines Echtzeit-Multitaskings verwaltet.
System nach Anspruch 7, bei welchem die Steuerungs/Netzprotokollwandlereinrichtung (26, 30) auf
mehr als eine Anfrage von verschiedenen Nutzern
an verschiedenen Fernstationen reagiert und der
Prozessor und das RTOS (94) zum Durchführen von

50
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Système de transmission d’informations comprenant une ou plusieurs stations distantes (10) et un
véhicule, comprenant au moins une première station
distante (10a) comprenant des moyens d’ordinateur
(60) placés à une certaine distance d’un véhicule,
un dispositif sans fil (80) destiné à être placé dans
le véhicule dans le but d’envoyer et de recevoir des
informations relatives à la première station distante
sur une liaison hertzienne, une pluralité de dispositifs
de véhicule différents (50) placés dans le véhicule,
ayant chacun pour fonction de recevoir et / ou d’envoyer des informations, des moyens de conversion
de protocole de contrôleur / réseau (26, 30) comprenant des moyens de traitement (90, 94) dans le véhicule pour commander l’envoi et la réception d’informations en utilisant ledit dispositif sans fil (80) entre la première station distante (10a) et le véhicule,
lesdits moyens de conversion de protocole de contrôleur / réseau (26, 30) comprenant des premiers
moyens de communication en réseau standard
ayant pour fonction de présenter des informations
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sous un premier format qui est acceptable pour la
transmission sur une liaison hertzienne vers un premier réseau normalisé (68) qui comprend la liaison
hertzienne, et des deuxièmes moyens de communication en réseau standard (122, 126) - qui sont différents desdits premiers moyens de communication
en réseau standard - pour communiquer avec lesdits
moyens de conversion de protocole de contrôleur /
réseau (26, 30) et ayant pour fonction de présenter
des informations sous un deuxième format qui est
acceptable pour la transmission vers un deuxième
réseau normalisé (124), lesdits deuxièmes moyens
de communication en réseau standard étant arrangés pour communiquer avec lesdits dispositifs de
véhicule (50) dans le but d’envoyer et de recevoir
des informations relatives à ceux-ci, et dans lequel
lesdits moyens de conversion de protocole de contrôleur / réseau (26, 30) sont arrangés pour permettre aux dites informations d’être communiquées correctement entre lesdits premier et deuxième réseaux
normalisés (68, 124), ledit système étant caractérisé en ce que :
ledit premier réseau normalisé comprend l’Internet (68) et lesdits moyens de conversion de protocole de contrôleur / réseau (26, 30) comprennent un serveur Web (102) placé dans le véhicule de façon à répondre à une pluralité de demandes relatives à des services, dans lequel
lesdits moyens de conversion de protocole de
contrôleur / réseau (26, 30) sont arrangés pour
télécharger un logiciel exécutable à partir d’au
moins la première station distante (10a) en vue
de son exécution pour répondre partiellement à
une demande associée ou à une demande future, et lesdits premiers moyens de communication en réseau standard étant arrangés de façon à permettre aux dites informations d’être
fournies à des utilisateurs multiples qui utilisent
différentes marques d’équipements de communication, différents matériels de traitement et différents logiciels d’application exécutables par
lesdits moyens de traitement (90, 94) desdits
moyens de conversion de protocole de contrôleur / réseau (26, 30).
2.

Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel lesdits
moyens de conversion de protocole de contrôleur /
réseau (26, 30) comprennent une pile (98) associée
au protocole Internet (IP) pour reconnaître des
adresses source et destination dans le but de garantir la réception desdites informations à l’endroit
correct et de vérifier la précision de paquets de données reçus sur la liaison hertzienne.

nelle avec ledit serveur Web (102) dans le but de
réguler le débit et la structure desdites informations.
4.

Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel lesdits
moyens de conversion de protocole de contrôleur /
réseau (26, 30) comprennent une mémoire de données (106) prévue pour stocker des données générées utiles dans le traitement de demandes et de
commandes, lesdites données comprenant des données obtenues par la surveillance d’un ou plusieurs
desdits dispositifs de véhicule (50) et dans lequel
lesdites données sont configurées dans un langage
qui permet l’accès par un serveur Web (102).

5.

Système selon la revendication 4, dans lequel ledit
langage comprend le langage de balisage hypertexte, HTML.

6.

Système selon la revendication 4, dans lequel lesdites données configurées dans ledit langage sont
encapsulées par ledit serveur Web (102) en utilisant
ledit premier format, et ledit premier format comprend le protocole de transmission hypertexte,
HTTP.

7.

Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel lesdits
moyens de conversion de protocole de contrôleur /
réseau (26, 30) comprennent un système d’exploitation en temps réel, RTOS, (94) qui gère un nombre
de services associés à l’exécution d’un ou plusieurs
chemins orientés applications comprenant l’exécution de tâches multiples en temps réel.

8.

Système selon la revendication 7, dans lequel lesdits
moyens de conversion de protocole de contrôleur /
réseau (26, 30) peuvent répondre à plus d’une demande émanant de différents utilisateurs au niveau
des stations distantes différentes, et dans lequel ledit
processeur et ledit RTOS (94) coopèrent pour exécuter des tâches multiples d’une façon coordonnée
en réponse à ladite demande émanant de différents
utilisateurs.

9.

Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit
serveur Web (102) communique avec une mémoire
de données (106) qui contient des informations de
pages, lesdites informations de pages étant accédées par ledit serveur Web et mises à jour avec des
données réelles provenant d’un ou plusieurs desdits
dispositifs de véhicule (50), et dans lequel lesdites
informations de pages peuvent être générées en utilisant les données déjà enregistrées dans ladite mémoire de données ou bien en utilisant des données
qui sont obtenues à partir d’un ou plusieurs desdits
dispositifs de véhicule.
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Système selon la revendication 2, dans lequel un
protocole de contrôle de transmission (TCP) est associé à ladite pile (98) en communication opération-

10. Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel lesdits
moyens de conversion de protocole de contrôleur /

13

25
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réseau (26, 30) comprennent un script CGI-bin en
communication avec ledit serveur Web (102) et relient ledit serveur Web à un nombre de programmes
exécutables comprenant ledit logiciel exécutable téléchargé.

5

11. Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit
serveur Web (102) fonctionne en accord avec le protocole WWW.
10

12. Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel lesdits
deuxièmes moyens de communication en réseau
standard (122, 126) comprennent un réseau de multiplexage, CAN, comprenant une couche objet, une
couche de transfert et une couche physique.
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